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Brothers,  

 

I am excited about continuing the great work of Kappa Psi this term. The International 

Executive Committee and Ritual Committee have been working hard over the last year to 

address many of our Ritual concerns. We have released a new Ritual handbook, made out 

Ritual videos available online in a secure fashion, have published multiple Executive 

Committee newsletters, approved multiple official publications, and have been hard at 

work addressing many other Ritual-related concerns. They are being made available 

through our Central Office.  

 

There has been an overwhelming response to our Ritual videos being posted online. More 

Brothers have viewed this video in the last six months than over the last 4 years combined! 

The Ritual Committee is looking forward to providing an update of this video which we 

hope will be available for release by GCC. 

 

In regards to securing a new vendor for our Ritual Regalia, we are in negotiations now with 

a company that is confident that we think will better serve our Brothers. Once the vendor is 

secured, it will be announced to the International listserv and our Facebook group. 

 

As you may have seen earlier in the year, an Executive Committee newsletter was released 

to the Brotherhood. We will continue to do this twice yearly during this term and I hope 

that it continues to serve the Brotherhood moving forward. You can find updates from 

International Executive Committee as well as other pertinent goings on of the Fraternity. 

The response from Brothers when the inaugural newsletter was released was amazing. 

 

We have also seen a significant increase in the number of Brothers participating in the 

Graduation Ritual. I applaud the Brotherhood on your embrace of this Ritual and the 

continued dedication to its performance. 

 

Lastly, please be sure to review the Ritual checklist for Provinces and Chapters that can be 

found on our website. It can serve as a useful guide for those of us with questions about our 

Fraternal materials. 

 

Please be on the lookout for more exciting news regarding new Ritual publications for our 

Order. 

 

In closing, I would like to express my thankfulness to the Brotherhood for the opportunity 

to serve. It is a humbling opportunity to serve you all and to do the great work of our 

Brotherhood. If I can be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to email, text, or 

call. 

 

 
Fraternally yours,  

 
Jason O. Milton, DO, Pharm.D, MBA 

Grand Ritualist 

 

 


